Banyan Tree Chongqing Beibei
Fact sheet

Introduction
Nestled at the foot of Jinyun Mountain Natural Reserve, Banyan Tree Chongqing Beibei is located in the enchanting Beibei district of the south western metropolis of Chongqing, China. The Group’s first luxury hot spring resort, Banyan Tree Chongqing Beibei presents an exclusive sanctuary of 96 suites and villas. With an extensive variety of accommodation types, guests can choose to stay in suites and villas fitted with a personal hot spring dipping pool fed by the healing waters of the North Hot Spring, or a private swimming pool.

Set amidst photogenic, rich flora and fauna, caves and temples, and with an average temperature of 20 degrees Celsius, leisure-seekers, incentive groups or business travellers will find holiday bliss and a respite from city-life here.

Banyan Tree Chongqing Beibei is a 40-minute drive from Chongqing Jiangbei International Airport and a 50-minute car ride from Chongqing city centre.

Accommodation
With scenic views of undulating hills and meandering streams, Banyan Tree Chongqing Beibei is a modern mountain retreat offering contemporary resort living accommodation, hot spring facilities and sophisticated amenities. Designed to complement its natural surroundings, the resort buildings also reflect the unique Min Guo architectural style, a combination of Chinese and Western elements, as well as traditional Chongqing multi-storey folk houses. A modern rendition of understated Chinese elegance, stylish interiors feature dark wood furnishings, marble floors, neutral walls and linens, plush carpets, vermilion accents, famous Shu embroidery, brocades and lacquer work. Sophisticated contemporary amenities such as stylish LCD TVs and a lavish range of conveniences and services accompany your stay.

All suites are outfitted with a personal hot spring dipping pool while villas also feature an additional private swimming pool. All accommodation types offer breathtaking views of the lush hills and alluring streams surrounding this peaceful resort enclave.

Room Features and Amenities:
- LCD TV (40” LCD TV and 46” for selected villas)
- In-room movies and music selection
- Multimedia panel
- iPod docking station
- IDD/DDD telephone with voice mail
- High speed broadband and wireless internet access
- Electronic safe
- Mini-bar
- Tea and coffee-making facilities
- Individually controlled air-conditioning
- Jacuzzi for selected villas
- Rain shower
- Hairdryer and dressing robes

**Facilities**

- **Banyan Tree Spa** – Replete with indoor and outdoor hot spring baths for both male and female guests, the Spa also features three Standard Spa Rooms, Five Deluxe Spa Rooms and a Royal Spa Room. Banyan Tree Spa Chongqing Beibei features a unique sense of place as the first Banyan Tree Spa to offer the wellness benefits of a therapeutic hot spring facility in China, in addition to its renowned spa experiences.

- **Hot Spring Baths** - Soak in the restorative North Hot Spring waters famed for soothing skin and muscular ailments. With a temperature of 38 degrees Celsius and superior mineral content such as calcium sulfate, magnesium and potassium, the spring waters deliver great benefits for digestive, neuropathic and muscular functions and skin conditions. There are separate indoor hot spring baths for male and female guests and an outdoor hot spring pool that features a mixed bathing experience, serving both male and female guests.

- **Banyan Tree Gallery** – Recreates the Banyan Tree experience at home with an impressive merchandise collection of handicrafts, resort apparel and signature spa amenities.

- **Indoor pool** – Swim laps in the temperature-controlled indoor pool or laze the day away on a plush lounger.

- **Gym and Yoga** – Located in the Spa wing, the state-of-the-art gym is the perfect place to keep fit and the airy Yoga studio is the best venue for performing meditative asanas.

- **Ballroom facilities** – The opulent **Dining Hall** seats up to 80 guests and is suitable for intimate celebrations. Large-scale parties and festivities can be held at the grand **Banquet Hall** that accommodates 120 guests.

- **Meeting facilities** – Your business and meeting needs are effectively met with four discussion rooms, three well-appointed meeting rooms, a spacious auditorium, a medium-sized classroom and a sophisticated business centre. With the capacity to host from 4 to 32 people, the various rooms are suited for conferences, meetings, lectures or brainstorming sessions.

**Dining Facilities**

- **Ming Yue** – Hearty buffet breakfasts, international favourites, delicate Hong Kong-style dim sum, a la carte lunches and themed dinner buffets. With an open concept kitchen and friendly service, this casual dining venue exudes a lively atmosphere. Indoor and alfresco seating are available, as well as three private dining rooms.
• **Bai Yun** - The resort’s signature Chinese restaurant, Bai Yun, serves authentic gourmet Cantonese delicacies that will please even the most sophisticated of palates. The elegant dining venue also has semi-private rooms, private rooms and an ultra-exclusive VIP dining room that hosts 20 guests.

• **Jin Yao Xuan** - Jin Yao Xuan serves myriad varieties of the region’s celebrated hotpot cuisine featuring fresh seasonal produce. Well-ventilated and richly decorated, there are four private dining rooms.

• **Lobby bar** - The intimate Lobby Bar is the perfect place to savour premium Chinese and Western teas, fragrant coffee and light snacks. Aromatic wines, aged whiskeys and signature cocktails are available for guests seeking alcoholic refreshments.

**Hot Spring Retreat and Terrace Hot Spring Retreat (80-90sqm)**
Rolling hills and dense verdant forests greet you from the balcony of your Hot Spring Retreat. The stylish suite features contemporary design with contrasting dark wood furnishings and a neutral colour palette. With 50 square metres of indoor space, the Terrace Hot Spring Retreat offers more room for relaxation. Both suite layouts are complete with a personal hot spring dipping pool.

**Hot Spring Villa (125sqm)**
Featuring a bamboo-lined courtyard, foyer, an immaculately landscaped Chinese garden and a personal hot spring dipping pool, the Hot Spring Villa is a romantic sanctuary for holidaying couples or honeymooners. Boasting views of undulating hills and a bubbling stream, this villa type conveys discreet luxury.

**Double Pool Villa (200sqm)**
Overlooking the jade waters of a meandering stream and vivid-green forested hills, the Double Pool Villa is a fine illustration of pure tranquillity. This expansive villa is complete with a private swimming pool, personal hot spring dipping pool, pantry, timber deck, and a lush garden. With large living areas, a balcony and light interiors accoutred with red accents, the Double Pool Villa is an ideal refuge for guests escaping busy city schedules.

**Two-Bedroom Double Pool Villa (350sqm)**
With standout features that include two balconies, grand entrance, a private swimming pool, personal hot spring dipping pool, pantry, timber deck and a well-manicured bamboo-fringed garden, the Two-Bedroom Double Pool Villa is the choice setting for an idyllic vacation with friends and family. Unwind with relaxed conversations in your expansive outdoor area while admiring the quiet stream and the tree-lined hills.

**Presidential Villa (1200sqm)**
An exceptional mountain retreat, the palatial Presidential Villa offers generously scaled living spaces and outdoor areas. Sitting on a commodious compound of 1200 square metres, the resort’s most luxurious villa features three bedrooms, two swimming pools, personal hot spring dipping pool, sophisticated kitchen, lush
gardens, private garage and other exclusive amenities. With a spacious living room, game room and video room as well as a function room, this villa is ideal for families and friends. Awe-inspiring postcard perfect vistas of the misty hills and alluring streams enhance your vacation experience.